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Puzzle1: Placed face-down before

you are four playing cards. Can you
determine what each card is, based

on the clues below. All four suits
are represented and the values of the

cards are Ace, King, Queen and Jack.

1. The Ace is to the right of the
Spade.

2. The Diamond is to the left of the
Queen.

3. The Club is to the right of the

Queen.

4. The Heart is to the left of the Jack.

5. The Spade is to the right of the
Jack.

Puzzle2: What letter comes next in
the following sequence and why?

S H O N I X

Puzzle3: The numbers in the mid-

dle column are related in some way

to the numbers in the left and right
columns. How are they related?

3 42 8

5 51 3

8 61 2

7 35 5

Mathematician of the Day

Augustus De Morgan: 1806-1871

• Augustus De Morgan’s father John was a Lieutenant-Colonel who served

in India. Augustus lost the sight of his right eye shortly after birth and,

when seven months old, returned to England with the family. John De

Morgan died when Augustus was 10 years old.

• At school De Morgan did not excel and, because of his physical disability

"... he did not join in the sports of other boys, and he was even made the

victim of cruel practical jokes by some schoolfellows."

• De Morgan entered Trinity College Cambridge in 1823 at the age of 16

where he was taught by Peacock and Whewell - the three became lifelong

friends. He received his BA but, because a theological test was required for

the MA, something to which De Morgan strongly objected despite being a

member of the Church of England, he could go no further at Cambridge

being not eligible for a Fellowship without his MA.

• In 1826 he returned to his home in London and entered Lincoln’s Inn to

study for the Bar. In 1827 (at the age of 21) he applied for the chair of

mathematics in the newly founded University College London and, despite

having no mathematical publications, he was appointed.

• In 1838 he defined and introduced the term ’mathematical induction’

putting a process that had been used without clarity on a rigorous ba-

sis. The term first appears in De Morgan’s article Induction (Mathematics)

in the Penny Cyclopedia. The Penny Cyclopedia was published by the So-

ciety for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, set up by the same reformers

who founded London University, and that Society also published a famous

work by De Morgan The Differential and Integral Calculus.

• De Morgan was always interested in odd numerical facts and writing in

1864 he noted that he had the distinction of being x years old in the

year x
2 (He was 43 in 1849). Anyone born in 1980 can claim the same

distinction.

Info From: http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Mathematicians/De_Morgan.html



Notes

Homework: Keep reading and doing work!

Outline

Graph Theory


